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Italian fashion label Valentino is redirecting miles of deadstock fabric via a strategic sustainability project and
accompanying partnership.

An undertaking that began in September 2021 has now blossomed into a detailed upcycling operation. Executed
alongside French reseller T issu Market, "Valentino Sleeping Stock" redirects dormant textiles to young students,
costume designers and other professionals interested in reworking the brand's discarded fabrics, giving old textiles
new life.

"A deep, personal and shared conviction lies at the origins of this initiative: the importance of upcycling as a driving
force towards the change we aim to establish in the fashion industry," said Frank Lellouche, founder of T issu
Market, in a statement.

"The pursuit of excellence, inclusivity and commitment through the creative process are some of the chore values
that we share and will guide the next steps of this unique partnership."

Deadstock dealings
Simply put, "Valentino Sleeping Stock" is a program that takes extra fabric hailing from the production of the brand's
haute couture and ready-to-wear men's and women's collections and submits them to its resale partner for relisting
and redistribution.

The luxury brand's deadstock fabric will find new homes at the hands of T issu Market's clientele spanning the
opera, theatre, cinema and fashion design realms, reaching costume designers, young students and other
professionals willing to make responsible use of the resources.
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"Valentino Sleeping Stock" campaign graphics . Image courtesy of Valentino

Maison Valentino's Chiffons, taffet, dvor satins, crpes de chines with floral prints, silk georgettes and guipure lace
and more are up for grabs, going from archive to creative audiences, versus landfills .

Thus far, the partners say they have saved about 22,000 meters, or 72,100 feet of fabric, and have prevented potential
emissions in the process, having avoided about 265t of the CO2e this is the amount of carbon dioxide that 12 acres
of trees are typically able to remove from the atmosphere which would be generated from new production.

An equivalent of 442 Olympic swimming pools full of water has been saved in holding off from new production.

Any proceeds garnered from sales of the archival textiles are to be donated to Valentino's six-month training
program Bottega dell'Arte.

Established in 2015, the effort aims to train professionals for the Atelier, ensuring the presentation of what the brand
has dubbed the Maison's "sartorial savoir-faire" for many generations to come.

#ValentinoForAChange
With "Valentino Sleeping Stock," the brand fully embraces its house code surrounding resignification the challenge
to find new meaning runs concurrently with the creation of timeless items and collections.

Valentino's overarching ethics and sustainability structure prioritizes people and the planet its latest initiative aids
these two pillars, by introducing a third: the creative and responsible reuse of products.

The fashion label's activation with South African fashion brand Thebe Magugu provides a solid example of this
unimaginative ethos.

In a campaign film, "2 Designers Transform Each Other's Work," Valentino's creative director Pierpaolo Piccioli
and designer Thebe Magugu swap visions, each reworking a garment from the other's label.

Mr. Piccioli and Mr. Magugu join Vogue for a designer swap

The couture undertaking of grand proportion represents a melding of the minds, showcasing the best luxury can
offer when two creatives come together in the name of upcycling.

The collaborative collection was executed in partnership with Vogue (see story).

For a look back on the ready-to-wear front, the brand debuted a compelling sustainability initiative, Open For A
Change, at the top of this year.

A short film showcasing sustainably sourced sneakers, part of the label's spring/summer 2022 collection and the
first iteration of the new project. Open for A Change, complete with a digitally printed green logo with arrows
indicating circularity, is  aiming to unite the brand's creativity and ethos with its environmental goals.
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Sustainability is reflected in every aspect of the effort. With quick, artsy shots, the sneaker propels into the clouds,
then is put in environment-centric packaging, made of recycled cotton and paper which is sourced from sustainably-
managed forests (see story).
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